
Because femininity is timeless
A new and innovative technique combines the action 
      of the infrared laser and the Ladylift handpiece
        in order to accelerate the production and the
                    remodeling of mucosa’s collagen.
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A protocol that use an infrared 
laser in order to accelerate the 
production and the remodeling 
of mucosa’s collagen in the 
female genital organ, with an 
ongoing atrophic process  
(caused by age and/or muscular 
stress). 
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WHAT IS 
LADYLIFT?



•vaginal atrophy,  
•wide vagina,  
•urinary incontinency,  
• itch,  
• intimate burning  
• laxity

WHERE 
CAN IT BE 
EMPLOYED?

To improve the 
Quality of life:
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•YES, various according to 
the condition and severity 
(medications, therapy, 
surgery, etc..), different 
lasers (ErYag, Co2) 
•Need correct assessment 
from specialist

ARE THERE 
ALTERNATIVES?
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•use a laser wavelength 
with a proper mix 
between water 
absorption and tissue 
penetration without 
creating ablation

WHY 
LADYLIFT?
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•use an handpiece 
with a larger spot size 
to increase the 
penetration
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•360° emission for 
faster treatment

WHY 
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the procedure
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CONCLUSIONS
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• tightening by precisely and safely heating the 
mucosa and the underlying tissues 
•no anesthesia / no downtime: highly tolerable 
•customizable 
•used for various gynecological indications to 
improve patient’s quality of life


